
May , 2005

CLEVELAND
ASHRAE Newsletter

R.S.V.P. at (216)-373-0315 by 12:00 Noon on Friday, May13th  for Reservations
Dress Attire is NOW Business Casual

This Month’s
Sponsor:

MAY MEETING
WHAT CONTRACTORS WANT TO SEE!

May 16, 2005

4:15-5:30 PM Board Meeting
5:30-6:15 PM Mini-Seminar-CSI 

MasterFormat
Speaker: Joel Atland

6:15-7:15 PM Dinner
7:15-8:15 PM Panel Discussion
Moderator: Past President Robert Rubin
Location: Harry’s Steakhouse, 

Brecksville Rd. 
Independence

If you are interested in sponsoring the news letter, 
please contact Matt Nelson at 440-243-3535.

ASHRAE-CRC August Meeting

This year the conference will be held in Northern Indiana, at the North Bend Chapter. The 
conference runs from August 11th-13th, at the Radisson Hotel at Star Plaza.  This year all 
registration will be done on line at http://66.170.173.22/crc.htm. If you are interested in attending, 
please use the website to sign up.

Sincerely,
Andrew
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This month is our last formal meeting of the 2004-2005 year. The May 
meeting will be a past presidents day and we will be inviting other societies to 
join us such as the Plumbing Engineering Society. I would like to personally 
recognize all of the Cleveland ASHRAE past presidents and say thank you for 
your devotion to our chapter. My presidency will soon be coming to a close and 
it’s hard to believe it has gone so fast. One of my mottos for the year was to 
have some FUN and last month for those who attended the meeting we had just 
that. Though the turnout was less than anticipated, the attendees who did attend 
were treated to more laughs and FUN then I have seen in years at an ASHRAE 
meeting. I had the thought at the beginning of the year that a board game such 
as Jeopardy for the HVAC industry might be a lot of fun but without the two 
members who help to make it happen it was just an idea. So my thanks go out to 
Rob Laneve and Chuck Nachman for helping to make the game a reality. And 
please Chuck, do not call me Alex Trebeck again. See Rob and Chuck’s write-
up for the details.

As with any association where volunteers are asked to donate there time, 
our local chapter has been fortunate to have many people step up to the plate 
and get active. Many have stayed active for years and have donated their time 
month after month with very little recognition. I would like to personally take 
the time to thank all of the following local ASHRAE members who make our 
chapter a success: from the officers; Dale van Lehn, Brian Chambers, Ken
Borah, Ken Wissner, Matt Nelson and Frank Eisenhower.To the committee 
chairmen; to many to name but to all the volunteers a sincere thank you.

Next month I will be handing the reins of presidency over to Brian 
Chambers who I know will continue the trend of making our local chapter 
thrive and provide some fun for our chapter. He is currently reaching out to 
members to volunteer in helping on some of the committees. If you or someone 
you can think of would be a good candidate to get involved with our chapter, 
please contact Brian or myself. We need volunteers to keep the Cleveland 
chapter rich with new ideas and enthusiastic people. 

This is a time for me to reflect on the past nine months, as it is hard for 
me to comprehend that the months have gone by this quick. Although there 
have been some time commitments, the time I devoted has been extremely 
fulfilling and I am a true believer in the opinion that – you reap what you sow. I 
believe there is a small sense of duty in all of us to give back just a little to our 
industry. Devoting some time and working along side with others in our 
industry especially on a volunteer basis is a genuine way to give a little back to 
an industry that is our livelihood. I think we are fortunate to have a rich history 
within our society and this month’s meeting will allow us to thank some of the 
past president’s of our Cleveland chapter who made our local ASHRAE what it 
is today. 

Richard Long, P.E. LEED AP
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As my tenure as president approaches its’ end, my technical writing 
days appear to be slowly diminishing and soon will also come to an end.

Just as ASHRAE nationally disseminates technical information, 
I too have thought to share something with our Cleveland chapter members 
with some type of technical article. We in the Cleveland chapter must stay 
abreast of technology changes with training and being active with ASHRAE. 
Last month our chapter sponsored a 3-hour satellite broadcast at the TV station 
channel-3 located downtown specifically on the topic of mold in the HVAC
industry. Somewhat disappointing was the turnout of about 5-6 local ASHRAE 
members. This small turnout is obviously indicative of the nature of our 
businesses and lives. In other words, time for training has diminished to a 
point that is close to non-existent. Yet, somehow we all get bits and pieces of 
training as the days and months pass. But is it enough in todays fast pace world 
of technology, addendums, codes, computer software changes and the list goes 
on?

Although Matt Nelson has a quick article from the satellite 
broadcast, there was such a great deal of valuable information that I thought I 
could expound on this topic of “Mold” for all of the chapter members who 
could not attend the satellite broadcast. Also, I decided on this topic after I 
experienced a future potential mold problem first hand. My basement drain 
backed up a few weeks ago and soaked my carpet. Perhaps some of you have 
experienced this and if not, you may in the future. So what should be the first 
course of action? I had to determine why it back-up? I had to think of the best 
way to remove the water. And I had to decide if I should remove the carpet 
after getting the carpet dried. (Of course the carpet was installed during the 
winter only a few months ago) And then what?

Mold grows in colonies and multiplies at an enormous rate 
under the right conditions. Mold is a member of the fungi kingdom. Mold is 
Filamentous Fungi. Ironically, some scientists would claim that mold is one of 
the most important organisms on the planet. Why? Because certain fungi are 
used to produce penicillin and what about the fungi we eat such as 
mushrooms! Fungi helps break down dead organic material, and if it were not 
for fungi, the planet would be overwhelmed by large quantities of dead plant 
matter. Besides being helpful, fungi can cause many problems such as those 
associated with plant and animal diseases. Then there is the common problem 
of athlete’s feet that some of us have experienced. The size of mold spores are 
very tiny typically 2-10 micrometers. Mold spores produce, mycotoxins, which 
can be absorbed by the skin. They can also provoke allergic reactions.  In 
order for fungi to flourish, there must be a food source, moisture, and a 
temperature range between 40 and 100 degrees. Thus, nutrients and the right 
temperatures are needed but the key ingredient is moisture or in other words -
WATER. Some of the favorite food sources for fungi in a building are paper 
facing of gypsum board or  ceiling tiles because mold loves cellulose 
materials.
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The GSA has a great standard for IAQ that addresses mold called Facilities 
Standards for the Public Buildings Service published in 2003. GSA is a little 
more stringent than many codes. They require, not only sloped drain pans but 
for pans to be stainless steel. Regarding filters, GSA requires 30-35% pre-
filters and minimum 85% final filters based on the older ASHRAE 52.1 
Standard. The older dust arrestance percentage measurements correlates to 
the newer Merv (Minimum efficiency reporting value) standard 8 and 13 
respectively.

It is clear that moisture or water control is the key to mold 
control. With that in mind, let me get back to my basement water problem. 
Living in an older home where I have had 1 or 2 water back-up problems in 
the past from tree roots, I assumed that was the cause. Yet, after snaking the 
drain there were no roots to be found only paper looking stuff. Viewing my 
second drain in the basement, the cause was clear – loads of stuff (paper 
looking) from what I can only attribute to the washing machine. Should we 
be filtering the drain water from a washing machine? My next hurdle was 
how to absorb the water soaking the carpet. So I went out and bought my new 
large handy dandy shop vac and began creating a suction or I guess you call it 
a vacuum on the carpet. I could immediately feel through the hose the water 
being drawn into the vac and I let it continue for hours. I believe the vac had 
created such an excellent vacuum that it was pulling water from 4, 5 and even 
6 feet away. I proceeded as the hours passed to dump gallons and gallons of 
water. Obviously the padding that the carpet guys installed was acting like a 
huge sponge. As midnight approached I had run the vac for literally hours 
and hours moving from one location to another and finally the bulk of the 
water was gone. I place a large fan over the carpet and went to bed. Like 
magic the carpet was dry by morning. 

So I ask the question now? Since the padding was said to have 
an anti microbial coating and the carpet was almost brand new, should I be 
concerned with “mold”. Do I have to rip up the carpet and pad? And then 
what?

The answer was given in the satellite broadcast that mold will 
begin growing after about 2 days. Which means after 48 hours with moisture 
present, mold begins generating its colonies. Should the carpet and pad be 
removed –absolutely? Even when dried, mold spores are not dead. Spores 
produce mycotoxins and as I mentioned can be absorbed by the skin. So what 
should the next step be with the carpet and pad removed? Remember that 
bleach is a disinfectant not a cleaner. The floor should be scrubbed with hot 
water and soap. Completely dried and then bleached. 
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JUNE GOLFING OUTING
JUNE 16TH

TANGLEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
Contact Jeremy Bowers

@ 216-391-3700 if interested!

Now that I have gone through mold and potential mold problems in a 
basement, what about moisture control strategies for the HVAC industry? 
Sources of mold as most of us know are people, outdoor air, the HVAC 
ducts and any building material that can absorb moisture. Basements 
should have dehumidifiers and commercial basement buildings can use 
small pool dehumidifying units. Furniture should never be placed right up 
against a wall. An unvented gas appliance generates huge quantities of 
water vapor. Buildings should have pressurization strategy designed to 
prevent the infiltration of moist air and more thought should be given to 
automatic dehumidification controls for air conditioning equipment. 

As I continue to ramble on, I realize that my technical writing days are 
coming to a close. I hope that through the past six months of writing 
technical articles for our Cleveland chapter Newsletter that some value 
was provided and perhaps, just perhaps, I have created a slight inspiration 
for some of the future ASHRAE officers. Indeed, we in the Cleveland 
chapter have a fascinating history to our ASHRAE chapter and I feel 
proud to be a part of the history of our Cleveland ASHRAE chapter. 
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This Month’s Meeting
"WHAT CONTRACTORS NEED TO SEE ON DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS

to prepare accurate, realistic and truly competitive Bids“

This meeting will be a panel discussion with the following panelists:

The Moderator Robert M. Rubin, Past Chapter 
President & retired President of Feldman Mechanical Inc.

George W. (Bill) Spohn III, Executive Vice President
Coleman Spohn Corporation

James J. Roddy, Sr.
Northern Ohio Plumbing Co., Inc.

John (Jack) G. May Sr.
Aberdeen Mechanical, Inc.

Melvin S. Rubin
R & M Heating and Air conditioning Company

On March 29, 2005 Rick Long and Steve Armstrong represented ASHRAE Cleveland Chapter as judges 
for the 2005 Northeastern Ohio Science and Engineering Fair held at John Carroll University.  

If you believe Northeast Ohio has a lack of young, bright and innovative scientist and Engineers you need 
to attend this event and you will see how false that statement is.  The judges had a great time reviewing 
and communicating with the students as they judged over 360 projects.  Here is a summary of the 
projects:

Total Number of Projects= 363
Number of Projects by Grade

Grades 7-8=263 Grades 9-12=100
Number of Participating Students by Institution Type

Public=111 Private=249
Home School=3
Elementary=174 Middle/Junior=88
High School=12

The projects are judged by over 200 Participating Judges from over 80 Associations.  If you are interested 
in participating as a Judge for 2006 please contact Steve Armstrong for more details. 

Congratulations to Kara, Victoria and Gabriel for doing such a fine job on their projects and on presenting 
the material to the judges.  An invitation will be going out to these students to display their projects to the 
Cleveland Chapter at the May meeting.

2005 NORTHEASTERN OHIO SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING FAIR

ASHRAE AWARD WINNERS



Satellite Broadcast: Mold in our Building Environment
On April 13th, through the efforts of Matt Nelson, our ASHRAE Chapter provided a 
viewing opportunity of the ASHRAE Satellite Broadcast: “Mold in our Building 
Environment.” WKYC-Channel 3 was very kind to allow our chapter to use their 
facilities to view the broadcast.  A distinguished panel of six presented the mold topic 
in two segments.  Although mold issues have been a high profile topic for a couple of 
years, many debates still exist regarding its link to physical symptoms or illnesses.  
But everyone has agreed that to prevent mold issues, the key is to remove the source of 
moisture.  A collaborative effort between the design and contractor communities is a 
must.  All parties must be vigilant in preventing condensation, leaks and wet surfaces 
by using good design practices and good installation techniques. Equipment selections 
should consider the highest enthalpy condition and over sizing should be avoided; this 
will prevent short cycling and high relative humidity's.  Similar to other problems that 
may arise, a mold problem must be acted upon quickly, but with proper decisions that 
will remove the source of moisture.  Ignored little problems become large, expensive 
problems in a short time.  Watch for future ASHRAE Satellite Broadcasts!

By: Rob Laneve

ASHRAE APRIL MEETING-JEOPARDY
Fun, Fun, Fun!

Please state your answer in the form of a question.  That was the basis for our April 18, 
2005 meeting, more specifically…a game of Jeopardy!  We received comments such as, 
“it was fun,” “great job,” “do it again next year.” If you missed the meeting, you missed 
an opportunity to increase your knowledge while having some fun. Our topics were Air, 
Fluids & Refrigeration, Psychometrics, Fans, Cleveland Sports and Cleveland ASHRAE 
History.  We were divided up into 4 teams, lead by the captains of Jeremy Bowers, Kirk 
Fry, Rob Shull and Dominic Cacolici.  As our champion, each “Team Fry” member took 
home a gift card to a local store. The “Bowers’ Bunch” was close behind in second place 
and a little further behind was the “Shull Group.” A strong team, but coming up a little 
short, was the “Cacolici Clan.” Their final score resulted in a donation to ASHRAE 
Research...those attending know why!  During the game, while the Judges conferred to 
rule on a questionable answer, the contestants became volatile and expressed their 
emotions with napkins and knifes flying toward the judges.  This was a tense moment, but 
cooler heads prevailed.  Many attendees commented on how they learned something new 
or were forced to recall something that may have been forgotten. It was a different 
meeting style, just to change the pace, but Jeopardy was well received and we look 
forward to another learning game next year.

By: Rob Laneve



Chapter Calendar:
June 16, 2005 June Golf Outing

Location: Tanglewood Country Club

August 29, 2005 August Golf Outing

Location: Columbia Hills Country Club

The following members are being submitted for consideration on this year’s board.  
Please vote for the following candidates for the Chapter Officers.  Note: Circle name or a 
write in blank space for optional consideration.  Write-in nominations have been 
provided for. 
 
POSITION    CANDIATE  WRITE IN 
 
PRESIDENT    Brian Chambers           ___________________ 
 
VICE PRESIDENT   Ken Borah              ___________________ 
 
TREASURER    Ken Wissner               ___________________ 
 
SECRETARY    Matt Nelson  ___________________ 
 
BOARD OF GOVERNOR  Frank Eisenhower ___________________ 
  
BOARD OF GOVERNOR  Rob Laneve  ___________________ 
(ELECT) 
 
Please return by June 1st to: 
 
Return to: Ken Borah 
  Karpinski Engineers 
  3135 Euclid Ave 
  Cleveland, OH 44115-2524 
  FAX: 216-391-0108 

ASHRAE BOARD OF GOVERNERS
ELECTION

CLEVELAND
ASHRAE IMPACT


